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ABSTRACT1

Recent methods in the literature to parallelize the traffic assignment problem consider partitioning2

a network into subnetworks to reduce the computation time for large-scale networks. In this arti-3

cle, we seek a partitioning method that generates subnetworks minimizing the computation time4

of a decomposition approach for solving the traffic assignment (DSTAP). We aim to minimize the5

number of boundary nodes, the inter-flow between subnetworks, and the computation time when6

the traffic assignment problem is solved in parallel on the subnetworks. We test two different meth-7

ods for partitioning. The first is an agglomerative clustering algorithm heuristic that decomposes8

a network with the objectives of minimizing subnetwork boundary nodes. The second is a flow9

weighted spectral clustering algorithm that uses the normalized graph Laplacian to partition the10

network.11

We assess the performance of both algorithms on different test networks. The results indi-12

cate that the agglomerative heuristic generates subnetworks with a low number of boundary nodes,13

which reduces the per iteration computation time of DSTAP. However, the partitions generated may14

be heavily imbalanced leading to significantly higher computation time when the subnetworks are15

solved in parallel separately at a certain DSTAP iteration. For the Austin network partitioned into16

4 subnetworks, the agglomerative heuristic requires 3.5 times more computational time to solve17

the subnetworks in parallel. We also show that the spectral partitioning method is superior in terms18

of minimizing the inter-flow between subnetworks. This leads to a faster convergence rate of the19

DSTAP algorithm.20

Keywords— Network partitioning; Spectral partitioning; DSTAP; Regional modeling; Decentral-21

ized traffic assignment; Network contraction22
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Yahia, Pandey, and Boyles 1

1 INTRODUCTION1

The traffic assignment problem (TAP) is used to predict route choice and link flows for a given2

travel demand. The static version of this problem can be formulated as a convex program (1) and3

solved efficiently using modern specialized algorithms (2, 3). However, there are computationally4

demanding problems that require solving TAP multiple times or on a large scale. Those problems5

include bi-level mathematical programs with equilibrium constraints (4), statewide or national6

modeling of the transportation network, and Monte Carlo simulations to account for forecasting7

errors of TAP parameters (5).8

Methods for parallelizing the traffic assignment problem to decrease computation time have9

been studied recently e.g. (5, 6, 7). The decomposition approach to the static traffic assignment10

problem (DSTAP) was developed to decrease computation time by solving partitions of the trans-11

portation network in parallel (5). This approach creates subproblems for each partition and a master12

problem that equilibrates traffic across subnetworks. The master problem also includes regional13

traffic that has an origin or a destination outside a certain subnetwork or in two different subnet-14

works. To find equilibrium in this master-subproblem framework, the DSTAP algorithm exploits15

the equilibrium sensitivity analysis method developed in Boyles (8) to generate artificial links that16

represent all paths between certain network nodes. DSTAP is shown to converge to equilibrium for17

a general network and its computation time is stated to depend on the subnetwork partitions (5).18

The objective of this study is to identify and test partitioning algorithms that can improve19

the performance of a decomposition approach for solving the static traffic assignment problem.20

We seek to generate partitions that minimize the number of boundary nodes and the inter-flow21

between subnetworks. These requirements minimize the interactions between subnetworks which22

influences the time needed to converge to a global equilibrium in a framework such as DSTAP. In23

addition, we seek partitions that minimize the computation time needed to solve the traffic assign-24

ment problem separately and in parallel for the subnetworks. This refers to the per iteration lower25

level subproblems in DSTAP. With this motivation and objective in place, we test two algorithms26

in our analysis. The first algorithm is the one proposed in Johnson et al. (12) for the objectives27

similar to those required in this paper. The second algorithm is based on flow weighted spectral28

clustering. We compare the performance of the algorithms on real-world networks against the29

stated objectives.30

The remainder of this paper describes methods to parallelize TAP and evaluates the perfor-31

mance of partitioning algorithms when applied to decomposition methods for solving TAP. Section32

2 reviews current methods for solving TAP and partitioning networks. Section 3 presents the al-33

gorithms evaluated and their use in the DSTAP framework. Section 4 presents demonstrations for34

different transportation networks. Section 5 concludes the paper.35

2 LITERATURE REVIEW36

This section summarizes existing literature in the following areas: the latest advancements in the37

traffic assignment problem methods, a parallelization approach to the traffic assignment problem,38

and the need for efficient network partitioning algorithms.39

Algorithms for solving TAP are generally classified as either link-based, path-based, or40
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bush-based. Link based methods work in the space of link flows and require less operational1

memory than path-based methods, but are much slower to converge (13, 14). Bush-based method2

exploit the acyclic nature of paths that are used by origins at the equilibrium (2, 3, 15, 16). Recent3

work also includes ε-optimal improved methods for solving TAP on large problems (17). Although4

the recent advancements have improved the state-of-the-art for solving TAP fast and efficiently,5

there is still a need for faster methods. These are several instances which require TAP to be solved6

on large scale networks or solved repeatedly. These include running large-scale statewide models7

for evaluating multiple projects, solving TAP multiple times for network design problems with8

equilibrium constraints (4, 18), to name a few.9

To address the computational demands of large scale or iterative traffic assignment prob-10

lems, methods that aim to parallelize TAP have been developed. Bar-Gera (6) describes a paral-11

lelization approach based on the paired-alternative segments. The algorithms proposed in Chen12

and Meyer (19) and Lotito (20) also parallelize TAP by decentralizing the computations for each13

OD pair. A decomposition approach for static traffic assignment (DSTAP) developed by Jafari et14

al. parallelizes TAP by network geography instead of the traditional decomposition approach by15

OD pairs (5). This article aims to identify partitioning algorithms that minimize the computation16

time per iteration of DSTAP and the total computation time required to reach convergence. Proofs17

of convergence and correctness of the algorithm are provided in Jafari et al. (5).18

The literature on network partitioning algorithms is extensive. These algorithms can be19

broadly classified into agglomerative/divisive heuristics, integer programming based approaches,20

and spectral partitioning algorithms. Integer programming formulations for the partitioning prob-21

lem are proven to be NP-hard (9) and approximation heuristics have been proposed (9, 21).22

Heuristics for generating partitions based on agglomerative and divisive clustering have23

been recently used in various transportation related applications. Saedmanesh and Geroliminis24

(11) used an agglomerative clustering heuristic for generating partitions based on “snake” simi-25

larities for applications of the macroscopic fundamental diagram. Etemadnia et al. (9) developed26

similar heuristics for distributed traffic management where a greedy agglomerative strategy was27

adopted for combining adjacent nodes with high flow. Johnson et al. (12) developed another28

heuristic for decentralized traffic management. This heuristic aims to minimize boundary nodes in29

subnetworks and to create subnetworks of similar size. Their heuristic performed better than the30

METIS algorithm proposed in (22).31

Spectral partitioning is an alternative approach for clustering and partitioning graph e.g.32

(23, 24, 25, 26, 27). Bell (10) applied a capacity-weighted form of the spectral partitioning methods33

to investigate vulnerability. Other transportation applications include air traffic control and urban34

traffic signal control systems (28, 29). The partitioning mechanism is based on the eigenvalues35

associated with the graph Laplacian. The partitions that result from the spectral partitioning have36

low inter-cluster similarity (24). Additionally, using the normalized Laplacian generates graphs37

that are balanced by the weight chosen. This is an important feature since ignoring the balance38

requirement results in cuts that isolate a small number of peripheral nodes. For example, the39

minimum cut program that aims to minimize the weight between resulting partitions will often40

result in separating one node from the rest of the network (26). However, incorporating balance41

requirements causes the cut problems to become NP-hard. Spectral partitioning is an approximate42

method for obtaining a cut with minimal inter-flow while satisfying balance requirements (23, 26,43
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27).1

3 NETWORK PARTITIONING FOR DECENTRALIZED TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT2

We consider a directed network G defined by a set of nodes N and set of edges A. Let M be3

the node-node adjacency matrix for the network. M is an |N | × |N | matrix, with elements mij4

equal to 1 if there is a link connecting node i to j and zero otherwise. We also define the weighted5

adjacency matrix MD
G with elements mG,D

(i,j) equal to w(i,j) if (i, j) ∈ A and zero otherwise, where6

w(i,j) is the weight assigned to link (i, j) ∈ A. In this article, we assume w(i,j) to be the flow7

on link (i, j) at the equilibrium. To construct a graph Laplacian, we use an undirected version of8

MD
G , denoted by MG, defined as the sum of MD

G and its transpose. The elements of MG are mG
(i,j).9

The graph diagonal matrix DG is defined as a diagonal matrix with principal diagonal elements in10

row i as the sum of elements in row i of MG: dii =
∑

j m
G
(i,j). The graph Laplacian is defined as11

LG = DG −MG.12

3.1 Decomposition Approach to the Static Traffic Assignment Problem (DSTAP)13

We aim to partition a large scale network into subnetworks such that an algorithm based on the14

decomposition approach to the static traffic assignment problem (DSTAP) is solved efficiently. In15

order to properly define the objectives of the partitioning algorithms evaluated, we review the main16

elements of the DSTAP algorithm developed by Jafari et al. (5).17

DSTAP is an iterative aggregation-disaggregation algorithm consisting of two levels, a mas-18

ter problem and a set of lower level subproblems corresponding to the respective subnetworks. A19

subproblem corresponds to solving the traffic assignment problem for a specific subnetwork. The20

master problem is used to model interactions between the subproblems. In the master problem, the21

subnetworks are aggregated using first order approximation methods based on equilibrium sensi-22

tivity analysis (8, 30). This results in artificial links representing the subnetworks in the master23

level problem. The algorithm proceeds by solving the subproblems in parallel, aggregating the24

subnetworks using artificial links, shifting flow towards equilibrium in the simplified master level25

network, obtaining subnetwork boundary flow from the master level iteration, and then proceed-26

ing to disaggregate the flow on subnetworks and solving the subproblems in parallel again. This27

procedure is repeated until convergence to a global equilibrium as shown in Figure 1.28

The computational performance of DSTAP at each iteration depends on the number of arti-29

ficial links. These links need to be updated at each iteration using equilibrium sensitivity analysis30

to incorporate the latest information on travel costs. To reduce the number of artificial links gen-31

erated, the number of boundary nodes associated with the subnetworks needs to be minimized. In32

addition to the regional artificial links that approximate subnetworks at the master level, there are33

subnetwork artificial links generated for each subproblem to represent flow that originates from34

a subnetwork then traverses other subnetworks before returning to the subnetwork. Therefore, to35

reduce subnetwork artificial links the flow traversing multiple subnetworks needs to be minimized.36

The computational performance at each iteration is also influenced by the time needed to37

solve the traffic assignment problem in parallel for the subnetworks. This represents solving the38

K lower level subproblems in Figure 1. The computation time needed to solve the subproblems in39
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parallel is dominated by the subproblem that requires the greatest computational cost. Therefore,1

to reduce this computation time, the subproblems need to balanced in size. This can be achieved2

by balancing the flow distribution across subnetworks instead of having few subnetworks with the3

majority of flow.4

Consider the maximum excess cost termination criteria defined as the greatest difference5

between the longest used path and the shortest path for each OD pair, it was shown in Jafari et6

al. (5) that the maximum excess cost for the full network εOD is bounded by the total number7

of boundary points across subnetworks B̃ multiplied by the sum of the maximum excess cost for8

the master level regional network εrOD and the maximum excess cost for all subnetworks εsOD as9

shown in Equation 1. Therefore, to reach convergence faster, we need to increase the rate at which10

the bound in Equation 1 tightens. The subproblem maximum excess cost εsOD can be reduced by11

solving the subproblems to a low gap level. After approximating the subnetworks with artificial12

links, the master level maximum excess cost εrOD could be obtained. We note that if the inter-13

flow between subnetworks is minimized, then the artificial links representing the subnetworks will14

have a similar cost structure across successive iterations since the influence of external flows on15

subnetwork equilibrium is reduced. Therefore, the least cost path in the master level regional16

network would be relatively invariant across iterations. This implies that εrOD could be reduced at17

a higher rate. In the extreme case where the master level least cost path is completely dominated18

by constant costs on artificial links, the maximum excess cost could be reduced to zero by placing19

all the regional flow on the path with the least cost artificial link. Thus, faster convergence could20

be reached by minimizing the inter-flow between subnetworks.21

εOD ≤ 2B̃(εrOD + εsOD) (1)22

3.2 Partitioning Algorithms23

We test the performance of two algorithms that aim to partition the network such that the compu-24

tational time for a decomposition approach to solve traffic assignment is minimized.25

3.2.1 Domain decomposition algorithm26

The first heuristic algorithm used is the shortest domain decomposition algorithm (SDDA) pro-27

posed in Johnson et al. (12). This algorithm works in an agglomerative fashion and constructs28

a given number of partitions of a network such that the number of boundary nodes between the29

subnetworks is minimized (primary objective) and the partitions are balanced in size (secondary30

objective). Achieving the algorithm objectives would minimize the computation time per iteration31

associated with DSTAP. Minimizing the boundary nodes reduces the number of artificial links cre-32

ated, and generating balanced subnetworks would reduce the time needed to solve the subproblems33

in parallel. In addition, this algorithm only depends on the topological properties of the graph. This34

feature is desirable when limited information is available on link costs, flow between OD pairs, or35

other data that could form the basis of a partitioning algorithm.36

The sequential steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm constructs37

the partitions by identifying source nodes which are “far” from each other given a distance mea-38
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FIGURE 1 Algorithm for the decomposition approach to the static traffic assignment problem (5)
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Yahia, Pandey, and Boyles 6

sure. We use the number of links on a breadth-first search tree between two nodes as the distance1

measure between the nodes instead of the P-LCA algorithm with unit costs proposed by Johnson2

et al. (12). This distance measure indicates the extent of separation of two nodes and is used to3

determine association of a node to the source nodes of the partitions. The reader is referred to4

Johnson et al. (12) for more information on this algorithm.5

Algorithm 1 Shortest domain decomposition algorithm (12)
Step 1: Initialization

Let ns be the number of subnetworks/partitions to be generated

Set Rn
s := MAX

Step 2: Determining first source node

Set the rank of each node as the sum of the number of incoming and outgoing links

Choose the node with lowest rank s1 as the first source node

Step 3: Updating the rank and determining other source nodes

for i in 2 : ns do
Perform breadth-first search from every source node, sj ∀1 ≤ j < i
Determine the rank of node n as a (i − 1)-dimensional vector whose elements are the

distance of node n from source nodes sj where 1 ≤ j < i
Choose the node which has the highest total rank (sum of all elements in the rank vector)

Resolve ties in favor of nodes which have minimum value of the sum of pair-wise differ-

ence between each element of the rank vector

Assign the chosen node as the i-th source node si

Step 4: Populate subdomain associated with each source node

For each node, assign it to the source node to which it has the minimum distance

Step 5: Identify system boundary nodes and allocate the subnetworks

for (i, j) ∈ A do
if i and j are assigned to different source nodes then

Add i and j to the set of boundary nodes.

Stop

3.2.2 Spectral partitioning6

Spectral graph theory is used to study graph properties using the Laplacian matrix of the graph.7

This theory can be used to identify cuts through the graph which have low cost by computing the8

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix. The cost of a cut is defined as a ratio of the9

weights on cut links to the size of the smaller subnetwork separated by the cut (24, 26).10

The eigenvalues of an undirected graph Laplacian are real since the matrix is symmetric11

(23). Let ϕ represent the eigenvectors and λ the eigenvalues. The relation between the eigenvectors12

and eigenvalues for the graph Laplacian is shown in equation (2). According to Spielman (23),13

since the matrix is symmetric the eigenvalues can be defined using equation (3), where S is a14

vector space of dimensions i, where i is the index of λi eigenvalue arranged in an ascending order.15
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The eigenvector for the corresponding eigenvalue can be found using equation (4).1

LGϕi = λiϕi (2)2

λi = min
S of dim i

max
x∈S

xTLGx

xTx
(3)3

ϕi = arg min
S of dim i

max
x∈S

xTLGx

xTx
(4)4

The Laplacian matrix LG is also positive definite and thus the eigenvalues are non-negative. The5

second smallest eigenvalue and associated eigenvector obtained from equations 3 and 4 can be6

used to partition the graph. The resulting partition is an approximation of the cut that minimizes7

the ratio cut in equation 5, where cut(A, Ā) is the sum of the weights on the links separating the8

subnetworks A and Ā that are generated from the cut. The denominator of the ratio cut is the size of9

the smaller subnetwork A, where the size is determined by the number of nodes in A. Minimizing10

the ratio cut aims to find a cut with minimal weights on the links separating the subnetworks, and11

to maintain a balance in size of the generated subnetworks (26).12

ratio cut =
cut(A, Ā)

|A| (5)13

To improve the efficiency of DSTAP, we use a flow weighted version of the Laplacian such14

that the cut cost in equation 5 represents the inter-flow between subnetworks. This will improve15

the convergence rate of DSTAP. We also normalize the Laplacian matrix using Equation 6 similar16

to (23, 25, 26, 27). This normalization will generate partitions that are balanced by the total flow17

within the partitions instead of the number of nodes in Equation 5. In the DSTAP framework,18

balancing the partitions by flow would reduce the per iteration computation time needed to solve19

the subproblems in parallel.20

Lsymm = D
−1/2
G LGD

−1/2
G (6)21

After calculating the second smallest eigenvalue and associated eigenvector of the normalized22

Laplacian, the nodes of the network are sorted based on the magnitude of the corresponding ele-23

ment in the eigenvector. The sorted list of nodes is then divided into two parts based on the signs24

of the corresponding eigenvector elements. This will generate the required partitions (10, 27). The25

full algorithm for the flow weighted spectral partitioning is shown in Algorithm 2.26

Since the spectral partitioning method proposed is based on link flows, a few implemen-27

tation issues need to be considered. The use of the second smallest eigenvalue as the basis for28

partitioning requires the graph to be connected. Specifically, the weighted adjacency matrix MG29

should result in a connected graph. Otherwise, the second smallest eigenvalue will be zero. To en-30

sure that the component being partitioned is connected, a preprocessing stage precedes the spectral31

analysis. In this stage, the links with zero flow are identified. If those links separate the network32
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into components such that each component has positive intra-flow, the spectral partitioning is per-1

formed for each component separately. However, in transportation networks, it is more likely to2

observe multiple components where only one component has flow. In our analysis, this occurred3

due to the existence of peripheral links that do not have any flow but are included in the network4

geometry. In this case, those links are ignored since they are not used, and should not influence the5

partitioning of the main component.6

Another consideration is the availability of flow values for the links in the network. In the7

case where the traffic assignment problem should be solved multiple times, solving the full network8

once to obtain link flows is worthwhile since the flows could be used to partition the network in9

subsequent iterations. If the flow values on the links change each time TAP is solved, the partitions10

could be updated iteratively. Alternatively, an approximate link flow solution could be obtained by11

solving centralized traffic assignment to a high gap value.12

Algorithm 2 Flow Weighted Spectral Partitioning

Step 1: Pre-process the network to remove links with zero flow

if removing zero flow links creates multiple components with positive flow then
partition each component separately

Step 2: Calculate the flow weighted graph Laplacian

Step 3: Normalize the graph Laplacian using equation (6)

Step 4: Get the eigenvector to be used for partitioning

Step 5: Order the nodes of the graph based on the eigenvector

Step 6: Partition the network by dividing the ordered node list based on the sign of the corre-

sponding eigenvector elements

Decide if the obtained partitions should be divided further

if further partitioning is needed then
repeat the algorithm for each subnetwork

4 DEMONSTRATIONS13

We compare the performance of algorithms on a hypothetical network consisting of two copies14

of the Sioux Falls network and on three standard test networks: Anaheim, Austin, and Chicago15

sketch (31). Considering the previous discussion on the required computation time in the DSTAP16

section, we divide our analysis into a section on the computation time per iteration and another17

section on the DSTAP convergence rate. We note that computation time needed for partitioning is18

insignificant for both SDDA and flow weighted spectral partitioning (less than 1 second on a 3.319

GHz machine with 8 GB RAM), and is thus not included in the analysis.20
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4.1 Computation Time per DSTAP iteration1

As mentioned in the section on the decomposition approach for static traffic assignment, the com-2

putation time per iteration of DSTAP is dominated by the number of artificial links created and the3

time required to solve the subproblems in parallel.4

5

The number of regional artificial links created is determined by the number of boundary6

nodes in the subnetworks. Therefore, we compare the number of boundary nodes generated by7

each algorithm. Note that the primary objective of the SDDA algorithm is to reduced the number8

of boundary nodes between the subnetworks.9

The computation time required to solve the subproblems in parallel could be reduced by10

balancing the size of the subproblems. The flow weighted spectral partitioning method aims to11

minimize the flow balanced cut cost. If the cut cost is always equal to 1, the flow weighted spectral12

partitioning method will divide the flow equally among the subnetworks. This reduces the compu-13

tation time needed to solve the subproblems in parallel. The SDDA algorithm creates subnetworks14

that are balanced by number of nodes as a secondary objective.15

Table 1 shows the results for number of subnetwork boundary nodes generated by the al-16

gorithms and the computation time needed to solve the subproblems in parallel. Unless mentioned17

otherwise, the partition generate two subnetworks from each network. In terms of minimizing the18

number of boundary nodes SDDA performed better than the flow-weighted spectral partitioning19

method for the Austin and Anaheim networks. This result is expected since the objective of the20

flow-weighted spectral partitioning method is to minimize the balanced inter-flow while SDDA21

minimizes the boundary nodes. This implies that the number of regional artificial links generated22

by an SDDA partition will be lower.23

TABLE 1 Comparison of network partitioning algorithms

Network Boundary nodes Subnet computation time (s) Inter-flow

Austin (SDDA) 174 632.83 186161
Austin (Spectral) 329 746.81 137940

Austin (4 subnets, SDDA) 296 290.97 368718
Austin (4 subnets, spectral) 440 82.50 296870

Anaheim (SDDA) 46 0.10 81991
Anaheim (Spectral) 48 0.13 56539

Chicago sketch (SDDA) 74 9.79 154791
Chicago sketch (Spectral) 50 7.42 201603

In terms of creating balanced subproblems, the flow weighted spectral partitioning method24

performed better than SDDA. The importance of this feature is demonstrated by the partitioning25

of the Austin network into 4 subnetworks. The computation time needed to solve the subproblems26

in parallel using the SDDA partition was approximately 3.5 times the corresponding time resulting27

from flow weighted spectral partitioning algorithm. Figure 2 shows the partitions generated for the28

Austin network. Subnetwork 1 in the SDDA partition contains 65% of the flow. The computation29

time associated with this subnetwork determines the computation time needed to solve the lower30
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level subproblems at each iteration of DSTAP. The maximum share of network flow within a sub-1

network resulting from the flow weighted spectral partitioning algorithm is 39%. For the Chicago2

sketch network, SDDA also creates heavily imbalanced subnetworks with one subnetwork con-3

taining 90% of the flow. If this network was larger, the difference in subnetwork computation time4

would be significant.5

FIGURE 2 Partitioning of Austin regional network into four partitions. Left: flow weighted spectral parti-

tioning. Right: SDDA

4.2 DSTAP Convergence Rate6

We also measure the rate at which the DSTAP algorithm converges towards a global equilibrium7

given the subnetworks generated from a specific partitioning procedure. We test this convergence8

rate using a hypothetical network with two copies of Sioux Falls. The network was created by9

replicating the Sioux Falls network and adding artificial demand between the two copies as shown10

in Figure 3. The artificial demand was kept low at 1.5% of the total demand within each network.11

Figure 3 also shows the subnetworks generated by the flow weighted spectral algorithm12

and by SDDA. The generated partitions demonstrate the usefulness of flow weighted spectral par-13

titioning for networks which have intuitive geographic concentrations like networks in statewide14

planning models with concentrated flow density in each city. The flow weighted spectral partition-15

ing method was able to identify each Sioux Falls network as a separate component. In terms of16

subnetwork boundary nodes, both partitions are equivalent.17

In the DSTAP section, we showed that faster convergence could be achieved if the inter-18

flow between subnetworks is minimized. The results in Table 1 and in Figure 3 indicate that the19

flow weighted spectral partitioning method is superior to the SDDA algorithm in terms of mini-20
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mizing inter-flow. The only exception is for the Chicago sketch network. However, the partition1

generated by SDDA for the Chicago sketch network was heavily imbalanced with one partition2

containing 90% of the flow. We expect the spectral partitioning method to avoid such cuts due to3

the flow balancing requirement.4

Figure 4 shows the convergence rate of DSTAP for the hypothetical double Sioux Falls net-5

work when partitioned using the flow weighted spectral method and SDDA. DSTAP converges to6

the global equilibrium solution after approximately 135 iterations using partitions generated from7

the flow weighted spectral partitioning algorithm. As for the SDDA partitions, the convergence rate8

of the DSTAP algorithm was low. This demonstrates the importance of minimizing the inter-flow9

between the subnetworks.10
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FIGURE 3 Partitioning of double Sioux Falls hypothetical network: Top: flow weighted spectral partition-

ing. Bottom: SDDA. The line type defines different partitions.
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FIGURE 4 Iterative change of the maximum excess cost of the DSTAP algorithm when used with flow

weighted spectral partitions and SDDA partitions of the hypothetical double Sioux Falls network.

5 CONCLUSIONS1

This paper evaluates the performance of different partitioning algorithms used for spatially-decomposed2

traffic assignment. The objective of the partitioning is to minimize the computation time needed3

to solve the static traffic assignment using a decomposition approach. The computation time per4

iteration of DSTAP could be reduced by minimizing the number of subnetwork boundary nodes5

and the time required to separately solve the traffic assignment problem for the subnetworks in6

parallel. The convergence rate of DSTAP is improved by minimizing the inter-flow between the7

subnetworks.8

We test two different methods for partitioning. The first approach is an agglomerative9

clustering algorithm developed in Johnson et al. (12) to minimize the number of boundary nodes10

between the subnetworks and to create partitions that are balanced in size. The second approach11

developed is based on flow weighted spectral clustering. The results indicate that the agglom-12

erative clustering algorithm generates subnetworks that have a low number of boundary nodes.13

However, the subnetworks generated from this method may be heavily imbalanced as shown for14

the Austin and the Chicago sketch networks. This leads to higher computation time for solving15

the DSTAP subproblems in parallel. The flow weighted spectral partitioning method leads to bal-16

anced subnetworks which reduces the per iteration computation time. In addition, the inter-flow17

between subnetworks is minimized by the spectral partitioning algorithm which leads to a faster18

convergence rate of the DSTAP algorithm.19
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Future work will further assess the trade-offs between minimizing the per iteration compu-1

tation time and maximizing the convergence rate. Partitioning methods that aim to simultaneously2

minimize boundary nodes and inter-flow will be explored. In addition, we will seek alternative3

approximations that reduce the number of artificial links generated by DSTAP.4
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